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Probabilistic low-rank factorization accelerates tensor network simulations of critical quantum
many-body ground states
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We provide evidence that randomized low-rank factorization is a powerful tool for the determination of the
ground-state properties of low-dimensional lattice Hamiltonians through tensor network techniques. In particular,
we show that randomized matrix factorization outperforms truncated singular value decomposition based on state-
of-the-art deterministic routines in time-evolving block decimation (TEBD)– and density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG)–style simulations, even when the system under study gets close to a phase transition: We report
linear speedups in the bond or local dimension of up to 24 times in quasi-two-dimensional cylindrical systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tensor network (TN) methods have long proven their power
as indispensable tools in simulating quantum and classical
many-body systems [1,2]. As first realized by White with
the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) algorithm
[3,4], a variational ansatz on the manifold of matrix product
states (MPS) [5], TNs provide an efficient parametrization of
low-entangled wave functions in quantum many-body state
space [6]. While the MPS naturally captures the relevant low-
energy spectrum in particular of one-dimensional (1D) gapped
Hamiltonians obeying area laws of entanglement [7–10], TNs
have been generalized to more complex scenarios: In over two
decades of evolution, they have been successfully applied to
higher dimensions [11–13], critical phenomena [14–17], finite
temperature and closed- and open-system dynamics [18,19],
and lattice gauge theories [20–22], just to name a few examples.
TNs have also been equipped with structure to encode and
exploit symmetries in the model under investigation [23–26].

Truncated singular value decompositions (SVDs) are
widely used in TN algorithms to compress states into their
respective TN state manifold. Examples include the time-
evolving block decimation (TEBD) [27,28], the tensor renor-
malization group [29], the corner transfer matrix renormaliza-
tion group (CTMRG) [30], and their application to projected
entangled pair states (PEPS) [31–34], but also traditional
DMRG which is often formulated in terms of truncated
eigenvalue decomposition. In TN numerical practice, SVDs
have the additional advantage of providing relevant isometries
by orthonormality of the singular vectors and reveal valuable
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information of the encoded network state, e.g., in the form of
entanglement measures based on singular values.

The traditional way to compute a truncated SVD is to
first perform the full SVD of a matrix and then discard the
smallest singular values. This is reliable and accurate, but also
a very costly operation that often dominates computational
complexity of TN algorithms. Intuitively, it is also not the most
economic protocol: A lot of effort is spent in computing all
singular values and vectors, many of which are then discarded.
By avoiding the full SVD, a truncated SVD can be obtained
more efficiently, especially when the number of retained
singular values is small. Well-known methods of this class are
simultaneous subspace iteration or Krylov subspace methods
like Lanczos or implicitly restarted Arnoldi algorithms [35,36].
Their relevance in large-scale data classification and compres-
sion in “big data” applications [37,38], signal processing [39],
face recognition [40,41], DNA analysis [42], and other fields
is a driving force behind the ongoing development of faster
algorithms. A use case in the approximative contraction of
unstructured TNs has also been reported [43].

Randomized algorithms outperform prior approaches in
both speed and reliability [44]. Specifically, the randomized
SVD (RSVD) based on a probabilistic low-rank matrix-
factorization algorithm [44] is capable of delivering accurate
results with failure probabilities that can be made arbitrarily
small, independent of peculiar choices like starting vectors that
are common in deterministic methods. RSVD thus promises to
significantly accelerate TN methods that spend a considerable
amount of resources in truncated SVDs.

Recently, significant speedup due to RSVD has been re-
ported in the TEBD simulation of open-system dynamics
[45]. In particular, the authors of Ref. [45] showed that the
robust RSVD outperforms deterministic SVD algorithms in
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delivering a limited number of largest singular values (and
corresponding vectors) while maintaining high accuracy in
the simulated dynamics. It is, however, an open question of
whether RSVD can be applied with similar success in scenarios
beyond the open-system dynamics, since RSVD performance
and accuracy are closely tied to the encountered spectra of
singular values. This question applies especially to critical
systems where the singular values are expected to decay slowly.

In this paper, we demonstrate superior performance
of RSVD in the very original application field of TN
methods, namely in identifying ground-state properties of
low-dimensional quantum lattice Hamiltonians. We confirm
significant speedup in different physical scenarios, including
situations when the system is critical. Embedded in full-fledged
TN simulations, we compare the RSVD against the trun-
cated full SVD from state-of-the-art LAPACK implementations
D/ZGESDD [46], referred to as TSVD in the following. As
benchmarks, we use variants of the quantum Ising model in
imaginary TEBD time evolution and a DMRG-style ground-
state search with the hierarchical binary tree TN (TTN) [16,47–
52]. It will become apparent that a simple replacement of
TSVD with RSVD code can lead to speedups between one
and two orders of magnitude, while preserving the same preci-
sion, even when state-of-the-art TN techniques are employed
[23,24].

The paper is organized as follows: First, we explain the
use of truncated SVD as a tool of information compression
in typical TN scenarios in Sec. II. We continue with a short
review of the RSVD method and how it can help achieve faster
compression in Sec. II B. We then introduce our benchmark
models in Sec. III and present a detailed performance analysis
by switching from TSVD to RSVD in Sec. IV. Section V
concludes the paper with a discussion of the results and with
practical tips for the implementation and identification of
situations that may benefit from RSVD.

II. LOW-RANK FACTORIZATION

The maximal bond dimension χ of a TN is a fundamental
parameter: It can be linked to the amount of quantum en-
tanglement that can be hosted in the network state [6]. At
the same time, χ determines the computational complexity
of algorithms performed on the network. Typical operations
include the computation of expectation values, propagation
in real or imaginary time, and renormalization steps updating
the network description in iterative algorithms. All these
operations can result in the growth of index dimensions beyond
the maximally allowed bond dimension. A compression step
is then achieved by means of a truncated SVD.

A. Truncated SVD

Let A be a real- or complex-valued m-by-n matrix with
m � n. In our case, A usually represents the contraction of
two tensors, and it can also be given in the form of a matrix
product X′Y ′. The compression step then provides a rank-χ
factorization XY which is a good approximation A ≈ XY , but
also limits X to an m-by-χ matrix and Y to a χ -by-n matrix.
A standard solution is to compute the rank-χ truncated SVD
as follows:

Algorithm TSVD

Input: m-by-n matrix A, integer χ

Output: rank-χ truncated SVD of A

1 Compute the full SVD of A = U�V †

2 Extract the χ largest singular values from � and corresponding
columns of U and V

In particular, U is an m-by-n matrix, � and V are n-by-n
matrices, and we assume � is the diagonal matrix containing
the singular values σj = �jj in descending order σ1 � σ2 �
· · · � σn � 0. We then discard the n − χ smallest singular
values (assuming χ � n) and obtain, for instance, Xij = Uij

and Yjk = σjV
†
jk for j = 1, . . . ,χ .

The truncation error δtrunc := ‖A − XY‖ is then known to
be minimal [53,54] when measured in spectral norm (δtrunc =
σχ+1) or Frobenius norm (δ2

trunc = ∑n
k=χ+1 σ 2

k ).
The availability of highly optimized SVD routines makes

the implementation of TSVD straightforward. However, while
it provides high accuracy, actually computing all n singular
values and vectors in the full SVD of A still requires O(mn2)
floating-point operations.

When the compression ratio n/χ becomes large, a more
efficient protocol for computing the truncated SVD of A is the
RSVD algorithm.

B. Randomized algorithm

The basic idea of RSVD is simple: First, the input matrix
A is approximated with a rank-� matrix A� ≈ A, which is
obtained with randomness. From there, a rank-χ truncated
SVD of A� is obtained at significantly lowered computational
cost compared to a full SVD of A.

Two characteristic choices lead to an accurate A�:
(1) oversampling the approximation with � > χ [55] and
(2) employing a randomized power iteration of

length q [56].
We state the complete algorithm first, as put forward in

Ref. [44], and then discuss the impact of both parameters �

and q on computational cost and quality of the outcome.

Algorithm RSVD

Input: m-by-n matrix A, integers χ , �, q

Output: approximate rank-χ truncated SVD of A

1 Generate an n-by-� Gaussian matrix �

2 Compute Y := (AA†)
q
A�

3 Store in Q the orthonormalized columns of Y

4 Compute the rank-χ truncated SVD of B := Q†A

In detail, the algorithm begins by drawing a random test
matrix � from a standard Gaussian distribution in step 1.
Note that other choices may work as well and that the quality
of random numbers is not of crucial importance. Step 2
then produces an m-by-� sample Y of the range of A, by
multiplying the columns of the test matrix with (AA†)

q
A.
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This process emphasizes the most relevant singular vectors,
associated with large singular values σ , by a factor of σ 2q+1.
In order to maintain numerical stability when these factors
range over several orders of magnitude, step 2 is carried out
as a power iteration with subsequent QR factorizations to keep
the sample orthonormal (see Ref. [44], Algorithm 4.4). Step
3 then provides a basis of the sampled, relevant contributions
to the range of A in the orthonormal columns of the m-by-�
matrix Q. A rank-� approximation of A is now available by
projection into that subspace: A� := QQ†A. Such an explicit
construction is, however, not required. Instead, step 4 invokes
a rank-χ TSVD factorization Ũ�̃Ṽ † of the typically much
smaller �-by-n matrix B := Q†A. Due to A� ≈ A, the χ largest
singular values of A are approximated in �̃. If required,
approximate associated left and right singular vectors of A are
given by QŨ and Ṽ , respectively. Both are exact isometries.

The average RSVD compression error εRSVD :=
E(‖A − QŨ�̃Ṽ †‖) depends on the spectrum of singular
values and can be made arbitrarily close to the minimal
truncation error δtrunc in either Frobenius or spectral norm:
Following the analysis in Ref. [57], a minimal oversampling
of � � χ + 2 already guarantees

εRSVD �
√

δ2
trunc + C2(n,�)χσ 2

�−1(σ�−1/σχ )4q , (1)

where C2(n,�) = (4e/3)2(
√

n − � + 2 + √
� + 7)2� (e being

Euler’s number) is of complexity O(n�), i.e., bounded by
a bilinear growth in n and � from above, with � � n. Note
that δtrunc depends on the selected norm, unlike the additional
terms introduced by the randomized approach. While highest
accuracy is expected for quickly decreasing singular values, a
striking feature of RSVD is that already small powers q > 0
drive those contributions, which add to δtrunc in Eq. (1), to zero
exponentially fast, even in cases of slowly decaying singular
values. Furthermore, sufficient oversampling in � makes the
probability of a substantial deviation from the average error
bound arbitrarily small [57].

Throughout our benchmarks, we make the conservative
choice � = 2χ , which is suitable to keep the RSVD error within
a small factor of δtrunc even for q = 0 [44]. In this configuration,
RSVD promises an asymptotic speedup over TSVD in the
order of the compression ratio

TT /TR ∼ n/χ , (2)

where TT and TR are the times required by TSVD and RSVD
to decompose the same input matrix A. The proportionality is
due to the lower RSVD computational complexity, which is
dominated by the matrix-matrix products of O(mn�(q + 1))
in sampling Y .

The improved scaling of the RSVD algorithm is comple-
mented by its conceptual simplicity, which directly translates
to a fast, stable, and easily parallelizable implementation in
terms of highly optimized linear algebra routines as provided
by level-3 BLAS and LAPACK [46]. Various RSVD implemen-
tations are available, for instance in MATLAB [58], in R [59],
and via C libraries such as RSVDPACK [60] or RRSVD-RACKAGE

[45], which our benchmarks are based on.

uNN
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FIG. 1. Compression steps in the benchmarked tensor networks of
bond dimension χ and local dimension d . The truncated SVDs (high-
lighted in red) retain at most χ largest singular values (red bar) and
produce isometric tensors (shaded). (a) Diagrammatic representation
of the MPS used in TEBD. (b) Absorbtion of the nearest-neighbor
evolution exponential in form of a four-link tensor “block” (top to
bottom). (c) Absorbtion of a sum over K Kronecker products results
in a different compression problem. (d) Binary tree TN ansatz for
variational energy minimization. (e) Two-site update: The energy of
an effective Hamiltonian (left) is minimized by optimizing adjacent
tensors in form of a four-link matrix which is then rank-χ factorized
(right).

III. BENCHMARKS

We benchmark RSVD against TSVD performance, when
employed in state-of-the-art TN algorithms. Our focus lies
on closed-system ground states, and we compare both run
time and precision of the relevant physical quantities in the
outcomes.

We first outline the TN algorithms that drive our benchmark
simulations and the role played by compression. Afterward,
we report model Hamiltonians and parameters. We close this
section with a brief account on the numerical implementation.

A. TN algorithms

We employed TEBD imaginary time evolution on MPSs
and DMRG-style variational ground-state search in the TTN
[51] with double-tensor optimization. Both algorithms are
well-established techniques in ground-state search of quan-
tum lattice Hamiltonians. They iteratively approximate those
ground states in TNs of a selected maximal bond dimension
χ , defined over d-dimensional “physical” tensor indices that
correspond to lattice sites [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(d)]. Specifically,
both algorithms perform local update steps on adjacent tensors,
which require a truncated SVD to recompress bond indices.
Note that it is the absence of loops (network cycles) in MPS and
TTN geometries that makes truncated SVD an optimal protocol
here, as it maintains maximum quantum fidelity between the
states before and after the compression of a single bond
[3,4,61].

The two methods, however, rely on different local update
steps:

In the TEBD algorithm, designed for time evolution with
nearest-neighbor interactions, the update step consists of an
application of a (real or imaginary) time-evolution exponential
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on two adjacent lattice sites. In standard TEBD, the exponential
takes the form of a single four-index tensor or “block” (B) uNN.
It can also be given by a sum of Kronecker products (P) of
single-site operators

∑K
k=1 uk

L ⊗ uk
R , which can be more time

and memory efficient for K < d. Both strategies pose differ-
ent compression problems [Figs. 1(b) and 1(c)]: The block
update contracts directly into a square matrix of dimension
χd, while in the product update we obtain a (χK)-by-(χd)
matrix instead. In both cases, the resulting matrix A must
be compressed into a rank-χ factorization with compression
ratios d and min(K,d), respectively. Consequently, we expect
RSVD to significantly speed up TEBD simulations on lattices
with larger local dimensions d: In terms of computational
complexity, TEBD with typical bond dimension χ � d is
dominated by the TSVD compression step of O(χ3d3) in block
(B) and O(χ3K2d) in product (P) updates for K � d. The
asymptotic RSVD speedup can reduce this scaling to O(χ3d2)
(for B), as demonstrated in Ref. [45], and to O(χ3Kd) (for
P), respectively—which are typical costs exhibited by other
operations within TEBD as well.

In the TTN setting, instead, the update step directly replaces
two adjacent tensors with a matrix A associated to the lowest
eigenvector of an effective Hamiltonian. The matrix A is at
most a χ2-by-χ2 square matrix. On some lower levels of the
tree geometry, smaller dimensions can be encountered, with d2

at the physical indices on the bottom [Fig. 1(e)]. The majority
of run time, however, is spent on the large update matrices, and
these require a compression by a ratio χ . A massive speedup
of the compression step, in the order of the bond dimension,
can thus be expected from employing RSVD instead of TSVD.

A feature of all simulations is that we explicitly target the
symmetry-invariant ground states under certain global Abelian
symmetries of the Hamiltonian. These grant us an inner block
structure in all tensors, which enhances efficiency and preci-
sion of the simulation [23,24]. In the compression problem,
we therefore encounter strictly block-diagonal matrices A,
encoded inN nontrivial blocks. The dimensions of these blocks
correspond to degeneracies of symmetry sectors, and add up
to the respective full dimensions of A. In all benchmarked
situations, N equals the (small) number of global symmetry
sectors, and the optimal TN ground-state approximations
display more or less evenly sized block dimensions. Since
matrix factorizations can be done blockwise, all the actual
matrix dimensions passed to the truncated SVD algorithm are
thus roughly those of A divided by N . But as the truncation
rank χs ≈ χ/N per block is similarly reduced, no change in
the compression ratio and hence in the asymptotic speedup
occurs.

Note that the truncation rank per block is usually not
known a priori, as it depends on the number of large singular
values σj > σχ therein. This information is only directly
available with TSVD, where all singular values of all blocks are
computed. RSVD, on the other hand, delivers just the requested
number of singular values for each block, and some estimate of
the appropriate truncation χ ′

s ≈ χs must be made beforehand.
After RSVDs are then performed in all sectors, we postselect
the χ largest singular values and obtain the new optimal
block dimensions χs . In our TEBD simulations, we choose a
blockwise truncation rankχ ′

s = χ/N + c with a small constant
c that allows for some variation in sector sizes (typically less

than 5%). For TTN, we instead make the simplest maximal
choice χ ′

s = χ , which reduces the achievable speedup by a
(small) factor N but does not require any estimates.

B. Models

We simulated the quantum Ising model with ferromagnetic
interaction in a tunable transverse field h, on two different
lattices: First, a 1D spin-S chain of length L with Hamiltonian

Hchain = − 1

S2

∑
j

XjXj+1 + h

S

∑
j

Zj , (3)

where X and Z are local spin operators (we set h̄ = 1) and
subscripts denote application sites. In general, in a computa-
tional spin-Z eigenbasis {|m〉} of local dimension d = 2S + 1
with integer or half-integer magnetic quantum numbers m ∈
{−S,−S + 1, . . . ,S}, we have

〈m′|Z|m〉 = m δm′,m , (4a)

〈m′|X|m〉 =
√

(S + 1)(m + m′ − 1) − mm′

× (δm′,m+1 + δm′+1,m)/2 . (4b)

For S = 1/2, X and Z reduce to standard Pauli matrices
and the model is exactly solvable with quantum critical point
at |h| = hc = 1. For S → ∞, the transition point shifts with
hc → 2 [62]. The TEBD is performed for S > 1/2 in open
boundary conditions with values of h in various distances to
the critical points, which we estimated from finite-size scaling
techniques [63]. In our TTN benchmark, we focus exclusively
on S = 1/2,h = hc in periodic boundary conditions.

The second benchmark is the simulation of a spin-1/2
two-dimensional (2D) square-lattice Ising model in cylindrical
boundary conditions of length L and circumference (or width)
W . With respective site subscripts i and j , the Hamiltonian
reads

Hcyl = −
∑
i,j

Xi,jXi,j+1 −
∑
i,j

Xi,jXi+1,j + h
∑
i,j

Zi,j . (5)

By summation over i, we map this Hamiltonian onto an open
chain of length L with local dimension d = 2W . For reasonably
small values W , the ground state can be approximated in a MPS
and its critical behavior can be studied with DMRG [64]. We
performed imaginary TEBD at various values of h, including
points in proximity of the critical field at around hc ≈ 3.044,
as reported with high precision in Monte Carlo and TN studies
on the square lattice [65,66].

As is well known, in the thermodynamic limit, the one-
and two-dimensional Ising models of Eqs. (3) and (5) exhibit
spontaneous ferromagnetic order for |h| < hc, which breaks
down in the paramagnetic phase for |h| > hc. Both phases are
gapped; however, at |h| = hc, the systems become critical and
gapless.

In the case of 1D lattices, we know that the ground states
of a short-ranged, gapped system obey area laws for the
entanglement entropy, while this is not true for a critical,
gapless system [7–10]. Since squares of the singular values in
loop-free TN compression steps correspond to reduced density
eigenvalues of lattice bipartitions, singular values are directly
linked to bipartite entanglement measures such as the von
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Neumann entropy, and thus the error analysis Eq. (1) of RSVD
is linked to the physical properties of the ground state. For
this reason, we perform our benchmarks at various values of
h, including values in close proximity to hc. We expect the
latter to pose the most demanding situation for RSVD due to a
potentially slow decay of tail singular values [67], which make
greater amounts of computational resources necessary (via
parameters q,�) to avoid larger errors in Eq. (1). As a comment,
we remark that the benchmarked MPS and TTN simulations
are best suited for noncritical systems due to finite bond dimen-
sions χ that limit correlations and entanglement. However, the
selected finite lattice sizes admit simulations at and around
h = hc, as is typical in extrapolating critical properties via
finite-size scaling techniques [63,68]. Furthermore, TTN have
capabilities beyond MPS in encoding quantum critical ground
states [16].

Both Ising models in Eqs. (3) and (5) exhibit a global
parity symmetry because their Hamiltonians commute with⊗L

j=1 Pj , being defined locally by 〈m′|P |m〉 = (−1)m+Sδm′,m.
Local basis states transform as P |m±〉 = ± |m±〉 and fall
either in the even “+” or odd sector “−” of dimensions d+,
d− ≈ d/2 respectively. Rotations in the cylindrical boundary
conditions provide an additional Abelian ZW cyclic symmetry
for (5). As a consequence, even and odd sectors further
decompose into W different angular momentum sectors. As
mentioned in Sec. III A, we encode these symmetries explicitly,
which allows us to restrict the TN state representation to
the ground-state global invariant sector s = 0, that is, the
even-parity and rotationally invariant subspace.

C. Implementation

Here we report the detailed implementation of a fair run
time and precision comparison between TSVD and RSVD,
and discuss technical details of the benchmarks.

We performed complete runs of our TEBD and TTN
benchmark algorithms by iterating double-tensor updates until
the energy expectation value of the TN state stagnates within
some threshold δE. Each run was repeated for different field
h, maximal bond dimension χ , lattice length L, and a selected
spin S or width W , either with TSVD or RSVD in the
compression steps.

For the precision comparison, we extracted expectations of
energy and magnetization order, correlation and entanglement
properties, and singular values from the produced final states.
The magnetization order M was measured from nonlocal
correlations,

M =
√∑

k =k′
〈XkXk′ 〉 /N , (6)

where k goes over all lattice sites and N counts the number
of expectations summed over. The estimate for the correlation
length ξ̄ was computed from expectations values of X(k) ≡ Xk

in the chain and X(k) ≡ Xi,j in the cylinder as follows:

ξ̄ =
√∑

r>0(r − 1)2Cr

2
∑

r>0 Cr

. (7)

Here, Cr denotes the bulk average over MPS sites j of
〈X(i,)j ,X(i,)j+r〉. The additional site index i appears only in the
two-dimensional model and is averaged over as well to extract
only the horizontal correlation length subject to compression
through the MPS bond links. Note that ξ̄ tends to underestimate
the actual correlation length and saturates below L/

√
6 if it be-

comes large compared to the system size. Furthermore, profiles
of the von Neumann entropy SN (j ) = −∑

k λ2
k log(λ2

k) have
been obtained from the compressed singular values at MPS
bonds j = 1, . . . ,L − 1.

We also profiled the individual run times spent in the
truncated SVDs of compression steps, TT and TR , and the
time spent in all remaining parts of the algorithm, T T and T R ,
for TSVD and RSVD runs, respectively. All these run times
have been divided by the number of iterations performed in the
simulation. However, we have found no substantial differences
in the number of update steps performed with TSVD and
RSVD, as reported in Sec. IV. We therefore obtain the average
speedup in compression due to RSVD from

τ := f × TT /TR , (8)

where f := T R/T T is the ratio of run times spent outside
compression. Since our benchmarks have been performed on
shared cluster nodes, we introduced the factor f to equalize
the effect of the computational environment on the bare
compression times. Thus, simulation runs that were slowed
done by other computations on a cluster node can be fairly
compared to faster executed simulation runs.

The complete simulation protocol for TEBD was as fol-
lows: Starting from a product state with randomized tensors
of bond dimension one, the algorithm is run in imaginary
time with some sufficiently large initial time step dt in the
local imaginary time evolution exponential. After a few first
iterations out of typically many hundred, the bond dimension
saturates the allowed maximum, and we can safely assume χ

to be the typical compression rank. The simulation stops when
convergence of the energy is detected as follows: Throughout
the simulation, the change of the expectation value of the
energy is monitored in regular intervals. Whenever this change
drops below the targeted precision threshold δE, the simulation
time step dt is subsequently reduced by a constant factor.
Convergence is declared when the total energy decrement
between two time-step reductions falls below δE, too. With
smaller choices of δE, better approximations of the final MPS
to the actual ground state of the system can be expected within
the bond dimension χ , but at the cost of increased number of
iterations and run time.

The TTN ground-state search employs randomized initial
states remaining at maximal bond dimension throughout the
entire simulation. The same initial states were used in com-
parative TSVD and RSVD runs. The algorithm then performs
sequences of double-tensor updates on adjacent tensors, un-
til the difference in energy expectation between subsequent
sweeps falls below machine precision.

All simulations were carried out in double precision
arithmetic with complex numbers, except for the imaginary
TEBD on the spin-1/2 chain which we benchmarked in
a TN representation with real elements, a common choice
to enhance efficiency under time-reversal invariance. Linear
algebra computations (BLAS, LAPACK) where performed with
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FIG. 2. Speedup in compression step due to RSVD in TEBD
simulations of increasing local dimensions. (a) 2D Ising model (L =
30) as a function of the width W . (b) 1D Ising model (L = 100) as
a function of local spin S. Dark and light blue points represent data
at bond dimensions χ = 100 and χ = 150, respectively, both from
block update and fixed convergence criteria (1D: δE = 10−13, 2D:
δE = 10−8 except W = 8 was stopped before convergence). Error
bars indicate a 10% error estimate in speedups. Orange crosses show
speedup in higher precision target δE = 10−14, χ = 100. Dashed
lines are linear fits for d > 10 with slopes ≈0.10,0.13 (2D) and
0.18,0.21 (1D) for χ = 100,150 respectively.

the INTEL MATH KERNEL LIBRARY (MKL) in versions 11.x.
Our fully truncated TSVD implementation is based on the
LAPACK D/ZGESDD divide-and-conquer algorithm. For RSVD,
we employed the fixed-rank implementation from the RRSVD

package [45] with parameters q = 4,� = 2χ (see Sec. II B) for
any targeted truncation rank χ . This implementation employs
LAPACK D/ZGESVD for the final factorization in step 4 of the
RSVD algorithm. All simulations were executed with single-
threaded compression step on 16-way Intel Xeon E5–2670
(2.6-GHZ) compute nodes.

IV. RESULTS

We first report the speedups obtained from upgrading
compression steps from TSVD to RSVD. We then present
evidence that no loss of precision occurs due to RSVD. Finally,
we present selected ground-state properties and spectra of
singular values that we encountered in our benchmarks.

All the following speedups have been obtained from inde-
pendent simulations according to Eq. (8) with an estimated
uncertainty of at most �τ ≈ 10 %. Equal numbers of RSVD
and TSVD compression steps were performed in all TTN
simulations. Some imaginary TEBD runs converged in less
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FIG. 3. Dependency of RSVD speedup on the bond dimension
in TEBD simulations. (a) 2D Ising model, speedup at width W = 6,
L = 30, and δE = 10−8. Blue and gray: block (B) and product (P)
updates, respectively. (b) 1D Ising model, speedup at spin S = 5,
L = 100 and δE = 10−13. Both panels share the same x axis.

iterations with either RSVD or TSVD, but those fluctuations
were negligible compared to �τ .

Speedups up to τ ≈ 24 have been reached in TEBD simu-
lations of increasing local dimensions, as shown in Fig. 2 for
the one- and two-dimensional Ising models of Eqs. (3) and
(5). We observe that RSVD outperforms TSVD for d > 10,
with speedups directly proportional to d as predicted by the
asymptotic cost analysis in Sec. III A. These speedups remain
stable under different algorithm parameters, such as changes
in convergence criteria [orange crosses in Fig. 2(b)]. We also
found no significant dependency on the transverse field h:
Thus, all speedups are geometric means over five (2D) and ten
(1D) different values of h in various distances from (including
close proximity to) the critical point, and each speedup falls
within the error bars.

In all cases, however, the speedup tends to increase with
the bond dimension, as shown in Fig. 3 for selected one- and
two-dimensional TEBD simulations. The latter suggests some
saturation at high bond dimension. Again, all speedups shown
are geometric means over at least ten simulations at transverse
fields h in various distances from hc, which had no significant
impact on the speedup, as can be seen from the error bars that
always enclose minimal and maximal speedup.

Complementary to our TEBD results, the TTN benchmarks
demonstrate massive RSVD speedups already for spin 1/2,
when bond dimensions are scaled up: For instance, at χ = 60
we found τ ≈ 6, while χ = 100 already provided us with τ ≈
11, both on a lattice of length L = 64.

Next, we assess the accuracy of the final states delivered by
our TSVD and RSVD benchmarks. To this end, we compare
the simulation errors in energy expectation value E and
nonlocal magnetization order parameter M of Eq. (6) for
various simulation parameters such ash,χ , and precision target
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FIG. 4. Relative errors in 1D TEBD simulations with TSVD and
RSVD. (a) Error in final-state energy �E. (b) Error in magnetization
�M . Each group of three bars shows the error with increasing bond
dimensions χ = 50,75,100 (left to right) at a given transverse field
(both panels share the same x axis). Black (orange) bars correspond to
TSVD (RSVD) results at convergence thresholds δE = 10−11 (light
shaded) and 10−13. All errors have been obtained from extrapolated
ground state values for S = 5,L = 100 in the ferro- (h = 1.0) and
paramagnetic (h = 2.0) phases as well as close to the critical point.

δE. The errors are computed from differences �E = (E −
Ebest)/Ebest and �M = |M − Mbest|/Mbest to high-precision
data Ebest and Mbest, respectively. In TEBD simulations, Ebest

and Mbest have been extrapolated from bond dimensions and
precisions up to χ = 150, δE = 10−14 using TSVD, with
uncertainty smaller than all observed differences �E and
�M (typically one or more orders of magnitude). We found
that both TSVD and RSVD produce comparable simulation
errors in all benchmarks, as exemplified in Fig. 4 for TEBD
simulations of the one-dimensional Ising model for L = 100
and S = 5. We found similar results for up to L = 400 in
various precision targets and bond dimensions χ � 100 in both
para- and ferromagnetic phases as well as close to the critical
point. In two-dimensional TEBD simulations at W = 6, L =
30 and in the TTN benchmarks, TSVD and RSVD results even
matched within computational precision.

The range of physical properties covered by our benchmarks
is demonstrated in Fig. 5, where the upper panels [Figs. 5(a)
and 5(b)] show the magnetization M and the estimate for the
correlation length ξ̄ [see Eq. (7)] in the final TEBD simulation
states. These results, taken from TSVD runs of 1D and 2D
Ising models for some of the benchmarked transverse fields h,
display values of magnetic order and correlation lengths span-
ning the entire spectrum of possible outcomes. Furthermore,
the von Neumann entropies SN (j ) on the MPS bonds confirm
area laws in both ordered and unordered phases as well as
typical corrections near the 1D critical point, which are well
described by a fit to SC

N (j ) = a + c/6 log{L/π sin(πj/L)}
with some constants a,c [69]. The corresponding singular
values are detailed in the bottom panels [Figs. 5(c) and 5(d)].
Within the bond dimensions χs of individual symmetry sectors,
they are well fitted by power-law decays σk ≈ (C1k + C2)−γ
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FIG. 5. Correlation properties and singular values in TEBD sim-
ulated ground states in various transverse fields h, for the 1D Ising
model at S = 5,L = 100 [left panels (a), (c)] and the 2D Ising
model at W = 6,L = 30 [right panels (b), (d)]. Panels (a) and (b):
Magnetization M (black) and estimates for the correlation length
ξ̄ /L (gray dashed). Errors are smaller than point sizes. Insets show
von Neumann entropies SN (j ) from singular values on MPS bonds.
Inset (a): h = 1.5 (green), 1.762 (purple with light-purple fit SC

N (j ),
see text), 1.774 (red), 2.0 (orange). Inset (b): h = 2.0 (green), 3.04
(red), 3.5 (orange). Panels (c) and (d): Decay exponents γ of singular
values. Upward (downward) pointing triangles indicate even (odd)
sectors, respectively. Shaded area encloses fit errors. Insets show
singular values (black) at a central bond in the invariant sector for
near-critical fields and a polynomial fit σk ≈ (C1k + C2)−γ (orange,
C2 = 0 in 2D). Inset (c): h = 1.7735. Inset (d): h = 3.04. Panels share
x (y) axes.

with fit constants C1, C2, and decay exponents γ ranging
from −2 to −11.

This decay of singular values, which relates physical
properties to RSVD performace (as discussed in Sec. III)
is further analyzed in Fig. 6 where we present complete
spectra of singular values from the local compression problems
A, including the truncated tail of small singular values, for
a central bond and critical transverse field. In both TEBD
[Fig. 6(a)] and TTN [Fig. 6(b)] simulations, the spectrum
of singular values λk can be separated into two parts: For
k � χs , the spectrum appears to undergo only minor changes
throughout the algorithm run time and is well described by the
actual decay in the final (ground) state (see Fig. 5 for TEBD)
over the majority of the run time. For k > χs , on the other hand,
we observe a tail spectrum that does not necessarily follow
the characteristics expected from the actual ground state (i.e.,
χ → ∞). Namely, it changes significantly over the algorithm
run time and exhibits the fastest decay in the final iteration(s)
of the algorithm: In the case of TEBD, the tail can be seen to
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FIG. 6. Singular values λk monitored over algorithm runtime
in 1D Ising models at, or close to, the critical field. Both panels
show values in the invariant sector at a central lattice bipartition
with χ = 100. The dashed lines indicate the truncation at χ0 = 50.
(a) Imaginary TEBD (S = 5, L = 100, h = 1.7735, δE = 10−13,
block update B). The time step dt was subsequently reduced to
dti = 0.4 × 0.7i for i = 0, . . . ,11 (red to black). (b) TTN ground-
state search (S = 1/2, L = 128, h = 1.0), after i = 0, . . . ,4 network
updates (red to black).

be bounded by a rapid polynomial decay, well separated from
the retained singular values as it finally becomes proportional
to a very small evolution time step dt . In TTN, compression
starts from a rather flat tail spectrum that quickly approaches
an exponential decay. This demonstrates that the compression
problem within the TN approximation becomes increasingly
well conditioned for RSVD, even close to the phase transition,
as the algorithm converges closer to the ground state. This
allows RSVD to deliver higher precision [cf. Eq. (1), due to
oversampling] with higher reliability right in the final stages
of the algorithms when most needed.

V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

We provided evidence for substantially accelerated com-
pression of tensor networks in all benchmarked algorithms
by simply replacing the full truncated TSVD with the RSVD
algorithm. In particular, RSVD outperformed TSVD with
the expected asymptotic speedup, that is proportional to the
compression ratio, when not more than 10% of singular values
were retained.

Remarkably enough, we attained those speedups without
loss of precision in the simulated ground states: With RSVD we
reproduced local expectation values such as the energy, as well
as long-range correlation and entanglement properties, with
differences to TSVD simulations far smaller than the inherent
ansatz errors due to a finite bond dimension or number of
iterations performed. By benchmarking with encoded Abelian
symmetries, we confirmed the RSVD speedup in reduced bond
and local dimensions per sector. Even though small matrix
sizes can reduce speedups, RSVD becomes increasingly useful
with the typically large bond dimensions that are required
for ground-state approximation. All results, moreover, hold
up independently from the various physical scenarios, i.e., off
and at quantum critical points over a wide range of correlation
lengths and respective spectra of the singular values. The
iterative nature shared by many TN algorithms has been

observed to work in favor of RSVD in that the truncated tail
singular values decayed quickly in the relevant final iterations,
even close to phase transitions.

We expect the presented results to be robust and repro-
ducible in a wide range of tensor network applications. For
instance, our choice of RSVD parameters (q,�) has been ex-
tremely conservative, as confirmed by the small differences to
TSVD in the outcomes, and can be fine-tuned for much higher
efficiency: Namely, by reducing q, RSVD might outperform
TSVD for compression ratios as moderate as five or less. With
RSVD, precision and efficiency of the compression can further
be balanced dynamically, which promises significant reduction
of run time in the earlier algorithm stages, as is already standard
practice, for instance, in the eigensolver optimization steps in
DMRG. In this regard, it may prove specifically useful that
RSVD can also deliver a fixed error (instead of fixed rank)
approximation: Parameters such as χ , �, and possibly q are
then dynamically adjusted to deliver a compression within a
given error bound [44,57]. Such dynamics might also provide
an alternative route to fix the compressed sector sizes χs in the
presence of symmetric TN, even though good estimates (for
instance based on previous iterations) plus added oversampling
work well as demonstrated. Moreover, ongoing development of
the RSVD method itself may lead to further optimizations, such
as modified power iteration schemes for faster convergence
[70] or single-view algorithms [71].

With the benchmarked ground-state simulations, it is clear
that RSVD is indeed not limited to open system real-time
dynamics with TEBD [45], and we foresee a broad impact
on DMRG and imaginary or real time evolution codes that
operate on ground states, including short-time quenches [72]
out of equilibrium via TEBD or the time-dependent variational
principle [73]. This in turn could open new possibilities,
for instance, in the numerical study of the Kibble-Zurek
mechanism [74,75]. More generally, RSVD has great potential
in all TN algorithms that make extensive use of truncated
SVD with high compression ratios. This includes the various
double-tensor update strategies that are regularly employed in
DMRG and time evolution codes when Abelian or non-Abelian
symmetries are encoded, and to avoid metastabilities that
hinder convergence [76,77]. Another particularly promising
scenario is the efficient approximation of environments in
higher dimensional lattices, especially with PEPS in infinite
2D lattices. Prominent examples are iPEPS [78] by means
of infinite TEBD [79,80], coarse-graining renormalization
approaches [34,81,82], and corner transfer matrix methods
based on CTMRG [33,83] with potentially large compression
ratios when bond dimensions are pushed up. Conceivable use
cases for RSVD include, for example, lattice models with
large local dimensions, lattices in higher dimensions, infinite
lattices, and applications of TNs in quantum chemistry.

Note added. S. Morita et al. [84] has recently reported a
complexity reduction of the TRG algorithm achieved by means
of RSVD.
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